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The job market should be ainSidered as interaction
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FOREWORD

t .
ft

The topic of today% staff seminar is 'New ahj Emerging Occupations: i=act or Fancy?" This
topic is surrounded by a great deal of truth and mythology; probably no subject has more.viyidly
captured the attention of federal policymakers, friends, and critics of vocational education. The

. /
concept of new and emerging occupations is especially relevant to vocational educkion, §ince one
of the primary obligations oftivocational education is to prepar=e the nation's work force efficiently
and effectively, and to be dire there is'a high level of congruence and articulation between programs
offered and the long- -and short-term demands of thelmplOyMertt sector.

Today's speaker is H ert Bienstock, who is Alumni Merit Prof of Labor and Urban Values
and the Director of the Ce er for Labor an Urban Studiels at the 0 College of the City Uni-

yersity of New YorkePrior, o that, he was e Commissio9Orfor the Mid Atlantic Region of/the
Bureau of Labor Statistics in the U.S. D artment of Labbr. Outing hiscareer he receivedthe U.S.

" Department of Labor Meritoriouservi e Award art Superior Performance Award, inaddttion to
the Honorary Doctorate of Law frotn the City Collegeege of the City University of New York. He is a
fellow of the American Statistical Association and listed in Who's Who.in AmeRcan Men and
Women of Science. We are immensely pleased to have professor Bienstock with us, arid,to present
his speech, "New and Emerging OcCupations: Fact or Fancy?" 4.-- ..:-

.11 I.,
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NEW AND EMERGING OCCUPATIONS:
FACT OR FANCY?

.

b Since I left a job I held for thirty-five years last Jr* uary for a new position at the university,
I feel as thotigh I am in a new and emerging occupation; there were no previous directors of centers
for labor and urbdn studies at the City University of New York.

,-
.

I have been studying the American labor market for the last thirty-five years since the end of
World.War I Iand have constantly seen the refer nce to "new and emerging occupations." I have
been invited to speak several dozen times on th s issue. Sometimes I get the feeling that we are
involved in a search for the Holy Grail; if we d notfind these new and emerging occupations, what
are we going to do abtsut preparing people for ihe joUrnarket? Groups want to-know, especially at
the beginning of a decade, what the job market will be like for the next ten years: Instead of looking
at job marketirom the perspective of "new and emerging occupations," I am going todealwith
this topic from'a labor economist's viewpointthat is, from the point of view that supply and demand
in a market interact with each.othes. The supply of human resources does affect the kind of job
opportunities for which we need to train people.. . ,

arrrgoing to start by discussing employment trends ih America after World War'll. There have
been sic recessions since that time; we are now in the middle of a seventh. I do not know if we are
coming out of it, or if .i./N going to be the first bimodal recession; there isisome question as to whether
the recent modest recovery is going to last.

in each post-World War II recovery period, unemployinent continued to rise to.ever increasing
levels. After the recession of 1948-49, the recovery level was at 3.2 percent unemployment; the
recovery from th0961-62 recession was to 5.6 Percent. We were defining "good times': as a
5.6 percent unerriployment rate. We just went througlkhe recovery from the 1974-75 recession 'during
which time unerriPloyment fell to 5.8 percent. That was defined as "good times." Now we are in a
1980-81 recession. ,

What Is-the relevance of these unemployment data to the occupational picture of the eighties?
The dominant feature of the post -World War II American labor market has been a tendency toward
labor surpluses. Employers have basically been able to pick and choose from the human resource:
pool to fill their peeds. In this type of situation, abigh emphasis, ii'not placed on training and-research
in eduation.

There Rave been three recent jor waves of change in the human resources posture of this
cettintry, all of them,tending to create labor surpluses. The first wave of change was the enormous
shift from the rural South to the urban Mirth. The census data from 1940 show that four out of
every ten black males in this country worked on a farm, while roughly one out of ten held a factory
job. Southern sharecrop workers only eamecLbout ten cents an-hour, but their unemployMent rate
Was almost nil, By 1950,that,four dut of ten figure dropped to two out of ten, and by 1960, it was
dovim to one out of len. From these figures, we can see that there was a major impact on the distribU-

. ) tion and utilization of human resources in this country with the disappearance of farm job's. It is

5
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important/in considering new and emergiq occupations, to examine the occupations that hate been
disappearing as well as those emerging. ram Sobs declined from around 8 million right after World
War II7to about 3 million at present. With this, the enormous shift of workers began the exodus to
the urban North.

.
, The second major wave of change was the increase in the number of working women in America.

At present, over half of all American women are vVorliing or look ipg for work,'and those who are not
are a part of a new minority,: This is not saY that women did not always work..They worked in
homes and on farms, but now they are working in the urban job market. Competition for a place in
the job market has soared. .

. .

,The third major wave wasthe pozwar baby boom. One million more children were born in
1947 than in 1946, a.40 percent increase. Additionally, the, birthrate stayed.high right into the late
fifties.

c
. . . .

There were several reasons for the baby boom..During the Great Dep'reisiorrof the thirties, the'
uneniployMent rate rose 25 percent. IQ those days, when men did npt have jobs, they tended not to
marry.or have children. The Great Depression lasted for an entire decade. Then World War II came
along in 1941, and the men were drafted, resulting in a vi low birthrate from 1930 until the war
was over in 1945. The men lett.the Military, in 1946, and by 1947 a great number of children Were

born to make up for loft time. The children entered grade, school in.t* fifties, resulting ip an overload
on these educational systems, both literally and in a Toffler Future Shock semse. Our educational
system never quite recovered from that. . -/ ?

By 1963, many of these young people were sixteen and came pouring into the job market as / ,
high school dropouts. It was at this poinrthat the teenage unemployment rate began to rise to its
present astronomical levels, and the terrible phenomenon of the "first job barrier" began to develop.
Between 35 and 40 percent of teenagers included in our monthly unemploymeN counts in this
country never actually held ;heir first jOb. These high school dropouts began looking for jobs just as
we yvere coming out of the .1961-'62 retessioh. The continuingcycles of recessionAnd recovery did
not create the kinds of conditions conducive to their employment. This youth unemployment problem
began to surface in 1963 and has been with us ever since.

. There was a big roar in the sixties about high'ichool dropoUts. Actually, it was'not that the
percentage of students dropping-out was gbing up, the reality was that the number of dropouts had
increased enormously-because there were more sixteen- year -olds. By 4965, more \jolting people
reached age eighteen than' ever beforein this country: A higher proportion of them went cgi to
college because of the draft,'amonj other reasons. So from 1965 to 1969, enrollment in colleges
soared. At the end of,tkat period, the griclUes also began to enter the labor market in great numbers.

. . . .

For college grackates, the employment ictare of the.seventies was verydifferent frOm the
.

. previous two decades, In Ahe fifties andsixties embloyersisought them out, recruited them, and
'stockpiled their brain power.'Graduates of those' wo decades were hired as interns, trainees, and so
forth, but that all changed when the third human resource wave created an even greater labor surplus.

. 1

Several theories*weie developed to explain tha tightening job market. /7. number of observers,
such as Carolyn Bird, believed that we were overeducating2mericaris:-They felt that we were sending
too many people'to dollege.sitd-vve;re th danger of,becomi4a second l'ndia, with large numbers of
underemployed.college graduates. In my view, these obserVen were not looking at supply ancyemand.
At no time during this period did the demand f04-15eople with high leVels,of skill actually decline.
During this last recession, bluescollarjobs dropbed b9 1.8 million. However, positions held by college

/ . . .
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graduates--professional, technical, managerial, and,adininiitrative jobsincreased by 500,000 right
through the recession.,The same thing occurred during the 1974-75 recession. What was happening,
in my opinion, ws that we Were overwhelming the labor market on the supply side. The pressure
to find jobs for this large supply of workers led to-the search for new and emerging occupations.
With all these people looking fog jobs and with our unemployment rate rising continuously, the

0
pressures still moving us in that direction.

4

Angther philosophy that automation and technology were eliminati ng jobs.received Mitch
attention in the sixties. It was feli,that automation was changing the nature of jobs and work radically.
In 1962, the first Manpower Developrnentend Training Act.was passed to train 50,000 people. The

I'
."- birth of this Act was rooted in the thinking that if we trained people for the jobs that were available,

there would be fewer pioblems in the job market. At that time, the labor force was around 70 million,
with a post-World War II productivity increase rate of 3.2 percent per year. Theproductivity increase
figure means that the same amount of goods and services can be pisduced in, rfy year as in the
previous year with that percentage fewer workers. Since 3 percent' rn. on.is roughly 2 million,
many people simplistically concluded that 2 million jobs were being ated each year due to
automation. Willard Wirtz, then secretary of the U.S.,Department of Labor, was one of those making -
this point. Then, by dividing 2 million by fifty work weeks per yrkkse same people arrived at
the figure'of 40,000 jobs per week lost to automation. However, here were other factors contribut-
ing tote productivity rate besides automation. It never occurred to the proponents of this,position
that we do not produce the same size.marketbasket from one year to the next, or that we had, at

(. least until'1972, arising stanclerd of living.

O.
A rising standard of living continued to create sufficient jobs to modify those draitic effects.

, 'Me higher the standard of living, the more goods and services people are able to purchase, which in
turn puts more people to work providing, those goods and services. In the,fifties, a group called the

7 Cyboculturalists raised concerns that.there would not be any employment for eeople in the future
because, they reasoned, if productivity Was improvitig by 3 percent a year, in fifteen years half the
workers currently employed would not be needed. Of course all these predictions proved quite
inaccurate becauSe they overlooked the other aspects that play a role in determining employment
levels. They were also based upon what I call the "Ma line" syndrome. This " Maginot line"
thinking should be avoided in analyzing the job mar t of the eighties ancrnineties. A brief explana-
nob from history illustrates what I mean. Examinin the myths of the past helps us understand the
rea ties of tomorrov. After World War I, the French enerals sat down end said to themselves, "Why.
w= e the Gerinans Ale to overrun us like that? We ve to prevent this from happening again." What,
t ey came up with for France was to build a line concrete pillboxes all along itsborder with the

ought that no one could get past it.'This border-long row of concrete was harried after the French ,
eneral, Maginot. What happened? By World War II, airplanes had been invented and the enemy flew

,

fight over the pillboxe

In many ways wf sit dowrf to plan our activities and progr ms for the eighties and nineties
using the sareetype of "Maginot" thinking as the French gene als. We plan the future in terins of
the same thAs we have seen in the-past. This causes is to makaanistakes like the French generals.*
If instead we-look at both the pastarid the future, we wouid see that right now, although the past

-f e years have been dominated by lab& SurpluIes,.-al that is_about to change due to the alter-
ation in our, country's birthrate pattern. This change is inevitable. Our economists may notbe very
good at calculating the unemployment rate for laitinonth (let alone predicting-it for next month),
or ttie inftAtion rate six months from now, but they are good at demographicsthe statistical study
of humpopulations. These demographics fell us that beginning in the sixties, 'Americans stopped,
reproducing themselves to the same degree as in the fifties: From 1960 to the mid-seveAties, we
wentth ough two waves of declining births. This was due to increasingly effective birth control'

.
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methods, such as the pill and accegs to aboriton. As a result, live births during this period were down'
almost to the 3 million mark, at about the same level as in 1946, before the postWar baby boom. '

r
N.

hi light of these demographic changes, we are going to have to face some facts. First, we have
to recognize that there is no way to produce a twenty-year-old in less than twenty years. Despite all
the new technology, we still cannot that. Consequently, all those people who were not born all
through th'e sixties and seventies will not be there to go to work in the eighties. Incidentally, theX
have not been thtre to register for school, either, although college enrollments have not dropped as
sharply as anticipated because we have discovered such a thing as a penetration rate: Training and
education are penetrating to more diverse members of the American populace than ever before,
meaning peoplewho were never served in the pasf are now entering the education siistem.'

. In the eighties, we are going to experience a shortage of human resources such as we have not
had since World War Il. It was back then that black people were able to make some economic progress,
in this country ffom'sharecropper jobs on farms to industrial jobs in the urban North. It was then
that women begarS to enter the labor market in large numbers, particularly in the then nontraditional
occupations in factories. We will see the same patterns at work again. Einployers will be looking for
workers in the middle to late eighties.

With this information, the,neat question to ask is, if employers will be looking for employees,
in what areas will the jobs be? An overriding principle of the job market is that most jobs are filled
by peoolegho replace someone leaving an existing position. Statistics show that two out of every
three job openings are filled to replace people leaving previously existing positions. The third job
opens up due to growth, and only esmall proportion of those are in new and emerging occupations.

4 For ezample, for New York Cit y, projections predict a declirte of 154,060 positions in 1980-
1985. Yet The city has more job openings than some entire states. How can a place that is basically
ajbla growth disaster area have so many employment opportunities? The answer is, New York's
replacement economy continues to pttSvide the openings.

,

According to a 1978 issue of, U.S. News and Worlq Report, the fastest growing jobs will not
require a fouryear college education. The magazine lists a number of those fields: dental hygienists,
flight attendants, teacher's aides, boilermakers,` icensed practical nurses, cpment masons, real estate
agents, computer programmers, and public relations workers, to name a few.

. /1.'
The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) projects figures for jobs to be filled due to growth

and replacement. Additionally, it assesses the fastest growing areas. Although some of these are new
ancremerging jobs, how relevant are the'growth professions to the actual labor markets? After all,
men and women do not live by percentage changes alone. Some assessments of fast growing areas
will be described as areas of "keen competition"; that is the B LS's calm way of saying that the job
market for that particular-occupation is very poor. However, that is only one dimension. For example,
people believe that finding a teaching job is virtually impossible, Yet more college studerhs entered
teaching jobs in recent years than any other professional occupation. Why has this been the number
one occupation? Because it is the single larges't professional occupation, and even with sloW, or no
growth; replacement requirements provide large numbers of openings each year.

. Everyone is talking about how terrible-the-outlook is for lawyers. Of course it is difficult to
break into fields such as this. The occupational projectionstell us that we have more lawyers and

people training to be lawyers then.we have jobs for lawyers. Such occupational projections must be

-I used with great care. We almost lOst the Korean War due to the mistaken occupational projections 4

for engineers. The shortages of engineers was serious.- Thasfne situation could develop in the Rear
future in the teaching profession.

4



Part of the misinterpretation of occupational projctions lies in the manner in which they are
developed. First, a projection isyriade as to fire number of lawyers egected to be ,in demand. Then
the number of students in law school is determined. if the second number is greater than the first,
the projection is that we are preparing too many lawyers. This overlooks the fact, however; that '
people who study law eiti not neessarily practice as lawyers. They may go into politics or business
and use their training;in other profitable ways, but not be classified..as lawyers. This illustrates the
point that many people may find jobs related to their training, but not in the specific field of their
study: 4

4

What I am leading up to is that we are abo ut to experience a period of great change on the
demand side Of the hkman resources/jobs equation. We have literally been overrun with human
resources durilig the past three decades. In the 1980 election, Mr. Carter said we added 8 million
jobs during the year. Mr. Reagan said that the unemployment rate rose substantially during that
same year. They Were both right. We have had very substantial job grol/vth in 1980, but at the same
time, large numbers of p&ople were trying to enter a job market that could not accommodate them
all; hence, the inevitable7ob shortages. When we move into the mid- to late-eighties, we will be going
into a period when employers will start lookirg for people, unlike most of the past thirty-five yeari.

The spring;1980 Occupattna/ Outlbok Quarterly4:Iut out by the U.S. pepartment of Labor
lists occupationsthe number Or people employed in them, and the anticipated number of job J

openings in each. What we find in examining this listing is that although thereill be new and
'emerging occupations, most of the.jobs in them will be well known to us. For example, the number
one occupational opening for 1978-1990 is for secretaries and stenographers. Retail sales workers
are second, followed by building custodians, cashiers, bookkeeping workers, and so forth. The new
and emerging changes we develOp; of course, will be in the kinds of equipment these "old" jobs
will be using and the nature of their function. Secretaries will not be using green eye shades and
quill pens. They will busing computerized typewriters and a whole array of modern technology.
As you look over this list of occupations, however, there are very feW job categories that you will
not recognize.

We have spen(a great deal of energy in this country in the last thirty-five to forty years looking
. for tlhe new and.emerging occupations. At the same time though, our real challenge has been improv-

ing the skills of people for the great array of jobs that already exist. Of course it is important for the
researchers in the field to keep an eye on the new occupations and activities. r am not suggesting that
we ignore the issue of new and emerging occupations. However, let us not be so overwhelmed that

. we believe they should be the focus of our planning. Aside from the fact that the cutting edge
of change is always important to. monitor, new occupations will account for only a small part of the
jqb openings that we can expect in the next decade.

Most jobs, even in dreadfully depressed,areas such as New York or Cleveland, where there is
low or no growth, will be provided by replacement needs. So if you ate looking for where the jobs
are,going to be, look at where they are..Let us keep our eye on the replacement market.

s.
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74. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS,

' -

Question: What are the implications for jobs emerging from the microprocessing.'ind fiber .

optics fields?

There is no precise answer to that question. In reality, you are talking about products and not.
'jobs. What kind of work will be done? Will the company manufacturing the prckluO need a recep-
tionist or require other conventional jobs? In light of the Rest, I suspect that a verYsuhstantial
number of the jobs in new fields will Iveconveatio2al, Will there lie particular technical positions,,
that require knowledge and.skills in those avant-gdfde areas? Of course I really cannot answer the
question by identifying occupations, but there will be significant changes. However,,the bulk pf the
job openings will be. where they always have been, in the conventional occupations.

Question: How valid are occupational forecasts? 1-fow can you,tell if they are valid?

The best forecasts should have frequent revision, However, forecasts are only as good as the
people who work with them. The issue is not just one of the accuracy of the numbers state44the
forecast, but of the wisdom of the interpretation. The data are alWays stated, the sources, sbcfl.as
supply figures, are always given. But thg state of the art of foreoastiNg is still at a rudimentary level
and must be dealfwith carefully. For example, three identical occupational projections, going to
1985 with different bases or "jumping off years" of 1974, 1976, and 1977, can yield wholly different
interpretations.'In 1975, the number of blue-collar workers dropped by 2 million. Projections from
the bottom of that drop to 1985 show a certain rate of increase for blue-collar workers from 1976.
However, if the 1977 base fpr projection is used, it shows that the number of workers does not rise
as drastically; the rate of increase to 1985 is quite different. l

Relationships such as these must be carefully interpreted. I would warn against using these
numbers as printed. They may be the best you have, but theAre just a guide. r

Too 6nuch can read into forecast data and projections. For example, erecent report on
projections for health field needs takes a very pessimistic outlook. The same outlook is taken con-
cerning the job marketlfor college graduates.

'.My own viewpoint differs. First of all, the dynamics of the interchange between supply and
demand are underestimated. Second, future changes in the impact Oil' number of persons entering
the labor market are also underestimated. Four very significant numbers will, in my lew, dominate
the human resource field in the eighties: plus twenty-five; plus ten ininus five, and inus ten. Plus
twenty-five is the 25 percent increase in persons entering the labor arket dUring th irst half of
the seventies the postwar baby crop. Plus ten, isthe percentage of 'increase in the second half of the
seventies. The first half of the eighties will show a 5 percent decrease. The second half 15f the eighties
will show anather 10 percent decrease. In two decades, the labor market will swingleom a plus 25
percent increase to a minus 10 percent decrease in the number of new entrants into the labor market.
These numbers will certainly have an, impact orrlabor market conditions.
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then,en, can,we go out and collect usefulth
, . programs? The studies done inthe past have

movement toward bringing together state ei
vocational educators to help them underst

data to plan vocaSionalgducation
bee practically Useless. Do you see a
vloent seryicepecsonnel and

the figilres and apply themtorredtly
to educational planning?

That is a mekapproiVatequestion. First, I would ask why you includethe emplOyment service
personnel as if they were the only component on the other side of the balance sheet of the educatipn
labormarket nexus. They are a significant component they have 1,b00 or so labor market analysts
around the country7but regrettably, many of their own people are only"moderately well trained in
eating with market information, and particularly itsapplication to educatiorial planning. '

Let me use anignalogy from the medical world to answer the question. Your doctor will not
even begin to talk"fo you until all the relevant data have been collected. My doctor will start by
taking a series of x-rays and blood tests. Dnly when all the information is collected is there something
to discuss. We collect data for the same reason as thedottor. When it is all before us, some decisions
can be.Made about how, to deal with the system under analysis. Is the medical art furtOr advanced
than the art of gathering and interpreting educational data? N in both cases we-h-ave not advanced
to such a state of the science that there N astandard technique for interpreting the data -and arriving

t".'"S'41-
4.

at dri appropriate plan of action.

As for your question about what is beinklonel remeay this, in the last decade there has
probably been more movement in the direction of interdigrtAing the disciplines of these two groups
than ever before. For example, stptte human iesource Wens and projections areprovided with some
realization that they do relate to the concerns of educational planning. However, more and better
labor market information needs tolupplied to these plans. We can start ,looking at current employ-
ment statistics. We can obtatn'firmTata, delinite numbers from the unemployment insurance system.
We can use these hard numbers as a physician'would use the scientific data collected'about your
system to 'make a proper 'diagnosis. Occupational data and occupational prpjections are not good
enough* themselves: What we really need is a linkage between, the disciplines of.statistficians,
economists, and educators. We need a new languge that translates data for application for specific,
use. That would help planning in vocational-educational *grams, as well as in other fields, Inciden-
tally, this is going to be one of the major prposes of the center for Labor and Urban Studies at the
City University of New York..

4\

Question:

'

Wouldit be more fruitful if we were to 4 to search for a different Holy Grail
lc;

fri.nowan-5, emerging skills rather than new and emerging occupations?

"
My answer to that is yes. In the *ties, weave going to be relieved of the pressure of coping

with human resource grpwth. It will give us the needed respite, to focus on this te-PICTst.isTebt we
will have to search for new skill requirements by examining skill changes in occupations and tech-
nologies rather than looking at employment figures. In reference to this, I would [(Ice to discuss one
of my pet peeves from the sixties and seventies. During that period, everyone wks referring to a skill
gap. They were saying that the reason we had high unemployment was because people did not have
the necessary skills to be employed. This, in my view, was nonsense. During this period we were I

overwhelmed witi, people, and we were not developing enough jobs in the economy. So no matter
what skills you provided people withethey would ngt be employed once they.acquired them because
there were not enough jobs. The skill gap 'concept was also a myth in the sense that workerswilh
similar skills are often paid at different levels. For example, an automobile worker iS really no more
skilled than a garment workef. Yet an automobile worker earns around $10.00 an hour, and garment

1 11 .
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workers can barely earn enough in America to provide for their families in a large city. Why isthis?
Because the garment industry. has had very little technological development. They''Stillpush-the-same

--\ push carts on Seventh Avenuein New York as they did when) went to work theie thirty-five years
ago. So the skill we expect the workers to learn must first be found in the processes of the ocip13P-
tion. We must focus on thatgrail of changing process, such as the tools used, and the Way therwork
flows, and not so much on chariging occupations.

,,, ,4.

....4. ,
Question: You said tile 'unemployment problem Will probably be eased by changesrrn demo-

graphics. What will be the impact of productivity and supply and demand factor 'n

. . employment opportunities in the eighties? It seems as if yip are saying that with the
increav in aggregate demand, ptoduCtivity will be restored naturally, and,the only
thing employers Will need to do is provide skill training.

I said, just before beginning this talk, that every time I talk about inflation and productivity,
I get a helpless feeling because I am talking in such simple terms about such complicated matters.
Stating it simply, however, a lagging aggregate demand hai always played an important role in a
sluggish economy., .

. o
* Let me refer back to the postwar

4
baby crop. In the next ten or fifteen years, the people born

during this period are going to be passing through the prime yearsof`itfe. They will be in the thirty-
three to fifty-year-old age group. This is-a period of family forination, despite all the talk about the
break-up of traditienal family relationships. With family formation will borne an enormous pressure`
for housing, The demand is going to be there, so the supply will have to go up aswell.

I

Look at some relevant statistics. Do you know what happened in 1979 in this country? We had
a near record number of marriages. It was at a higher level than any point sincei 946. With this
increase pf marriages Will come an increase in births. We will therefore be seeing an upturn in all
thoseindustriesthatielate to young-people. If you warrt a prediction of the coming shortages,, we
will have a shortage of first grade teachets five years from now. This will be the effect of supply and
demand. . . f,

- , .

- Now if you' look at the rate of inflation and at prodUctivity data, it is easy to conclude that
there,must be some relationship bgtween them, es ecially since we have had five or six straight
quarters of prodvity declines and inflation con inues to rise. What all this means in terms of jobs
and vocetionalfoccupational training is this. Wit he decline in human resources, employers are ..

going to be forced to develop workers' skills. This will be different from our skill develOpment efforts
in the sixties, which were derailed because they were taking place in a period of labor surplus. Skills
development in a period of labor shortage will be very critical, because we will hive to find ways to
use-tour labor force more productively. Only in this way tan we pay higher wages withqut increasing
wilt labor costs. These unit labor costs are, after all, what pusheslip inflation. For example, if you
pay a person,who is producing 100 widgets $100, the unititabor cost per widget is $1.00. If you
double that person's wag o $200 but increase the productivitylso that 300 widgets are being
produced, the unit labor ait goes down to $.67. Wages have doubled; unit labor cost has gone down
a third. Of course this is very easy to do on paper, but very hard to accomplish in the work place and
the economy, especially in the, serlit occupations that have become so important. We must concen-
trate on productivity in the eightie .

I
e
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Guaktiont . Are you Suggesting that employers are resistant to vocational education and job. -
- developmerit programs? .

.

. i t-
-... -

... . ManyeerapToyers tend to resist geirapproaches. Thifli not true of all employers, only some. An
, ex meld comes "to friippWhen the fional Association for Businessmen started its jobs. program,

-1:.° -
%

abt

- Oh sler Carpc,4tion partieigal d: Six mbratis,later, the auto-rnobileincusgg arted to go down-
hill an the-fir-wire to gefniti of slobs program was Chnisler. In a pdrrod c of sure and overload,'

,; - those warrtmgbqs_i_ and industry.,to adopt job development progrIamswill not get the warmest of
. , , , all tesperiseq., firth `es, when pm'ployers,need hiiman resources; when there arelabor shortges, b

' a
a . eriployertaiilbe:gemarally, kreteptive to vocatiDnapeducation. -----. .

:

1141. . --
I. e ,

Before,
W

e most was referring Io;the new dedade as the "elegant eighties.' '

,,
-...,,.... , With theaavent ofthe,currelit rifession, it does-adpear that the eighties are goihg to be'aliftle fete

i1' in getting here. In, fact, the seventies williproba.blY go down in, (listory,as the lOrt decade, since the
current ainifitions,will stretch to about 1984. Sometimes the 1984 mark, hopeverwe wjl

. finally begin to move depOgraphically into the elegant eighties. I hope, to be around, and I hope you ' '-'`
-will-invite me back,jh 1990. '... ,

.,
hope

, i . ;
,.
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